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1. Introduction 

Nowadays, intrusion detection system has gained an essential role in computer and network security. IDS 
monitoring and analyzing network traffic is used to classify different types of attacks [1]. The network traffic action 
consists of many features collected in the form of a dataset to detect different types of attacks [2]. The increase of the 
massive amount of data being generated daily via the internet has caused the world of technology to face a big 
challenge [3]. Datasets represent instances that consist of several features and are related to the intrusion detection 
system [4]. So, it is essential to realize the type of data containing different types of attacks and features [5]. The most 
popular data set that is being used for the intrusion detection system is a KDD'99 cup to develop predictive models for 
distinguishing the relationship between intrusions or several attacks [6]. The intrusion detection system builds the 
model based on security data sets such as KDD99 and NSL-KDD [7]. It contains different types of features similar to a 
predictor to distinguish the normal attacks from the abnormal ones as a features target [8]. The classification model 
splits the data set into stage training and testing [9]. The massive number of features with high dimensions leads to 
complexity in the training phase and wastes time. Therefore, it needs to select some useful and relevant features from 
the whole range of features to improve the performance of the model in the testing phase [10]. The critical stage to 
improve a classification model's quality is data preprocessing machine learning algorithms [11]. It is such a crucial step 
to solving numerous types of big data sets [12].  
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Machine Learning (ML) techniques widely used in computer security data sets have recently become a trend in 
security technology [13]. It contributes to analyses and handling the massive amount of data and extracts the essential 
features that are used in various techniques for feature selection [14]. IDS is a commonly used machine learning 
classifier to distinguish between various attacks as a class [15]. Many supervised classification algorithms are applied 
to IDS, such as Decision Trees, Naïve Bayes, K-Nearest Neighbor, Tree C4.5, Random Forest, Support Vector 
Machine, and Logistic Regression [16]. Evaluation of classification algorithms depends on various statistical metrics, 
especially confusion matrix results, to classify and predict different types of threats [17]. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 classification model, Section 3 effective of dimensionality 
reduction for feature selection, Section 4 performance evaluation appropriate metrics, Other, sections are related works 
reviewed and compared with discussion finally, and conclusion. 

 
2. Classification Model 

Classification is one of the machine learning tasks. It is a supervised learning model. It is used for intrusion 
detection systems based on binary or multi classes [18]. In supervised learning, data is always labeled, which takes each 
record in a dataset assigned to a particular class [19]. A classification model-based IDS classifies all the network traffic 
into either normal or abnormal classifier algorithms. The obstacle to building the model is the massive amount of data 
[20]. Classification algorithms, facing many problems in building a model, need data preprocessing stage, especially in 
high data dimensionality [21]. Choosing the best classification algorithm depends on the performance evaluation 
metrics in terms of confusion matrix and accuracy [22]. 

The data classification process in the dataset includes the two stages of training and testing [23]. During the 
training and learning stage, a classifier is learned as a target, while during the second stage, the testing phase, the built 
model is used to predict the class labels for a given data [24]. It is essential to analyze each classifier's required time for 
both stages of the training and testing. Before applying the classifiers, preprocessing of the data helps the classification 
model decrease time and complexity by removing irrelevant data to improve the classifier algorithms efficiency [25]. 
The whole dataset's cross-validation process is divided equally into two groups for network traffic dataset 
classification; one group for testing, and the rest will be used for the training model [26], [27]. Few algorithms are 
capable of distinguishing among the different attacks and normal ones with sufficient results. The most popular 
classifiers are used Decision Tree (DT), Random Forest, SVM (Support Machine Learning), KNN (K-Nearest 
Neighbor), Naïve Bayes, and Logistic Regression [28], [29]. 

 
3. Effectiveness of Dimensionality Reduction for Feature Selection 

The feature selection process requires dimensionality reduction for the lessening of redundant and irrelevant data. 
Moreover, the removal of useless features enhances the accuracy of the model. Simultaneously, it speeds up the 
training and testing time [30]. Dealing with big data sets is a difficult and time-consuming task, especially with 
different categorical data types.  Reducing the high dimensionality of data improves the process of feature selection. In 
general, many data sets are used in the IDS. Each dataset covers various kinds of features to detect and prevent 
different malicious attacks [31]. Hence, increasing the space of data, the computations need more complex calculations. 
Handling cases of the high number of features by reducing useless features by using dimension reduction techniques 
[32]. Feature selection and feature extraction are two main techniques to overcome high dimensionality. The feature 
selection requires finding a subset of relevant features of the original data set. The feature extraction reduces the data in 
the original high-dimensional data set space to a lower dimension space [33]. 

There are many techniques used for dimension reduction, such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) as a linear 
method, Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Generalized Discriminant Analysis (GDA), and Support Vector Machine 
(SVM). The advantage of dimension reduction is to save storage by decreasing data, reducing computation time, 
removing irrelevant features, and eliminating redundant features. Also, it helps with data visualization. However, some 
drawbacks could lead to the loss of some features in the data set, which causes the "curse of dimensionality" [34], [35]. 
Generally, the IDS feature space faces the curse of dimensionality on a large scale. The curse dimension happens when 
big data set contains extra dimension space that does not occur in low dimensions [36]. 

The quality of the building model in the classification task depends on the features selected in the data. The most 
crucial point in the process of feature selection is meant to overcome the curse of high dimensionality [37], [38]. This 
operation removes unwanted features based on the feature importance top score and uses the feature ranking, leading to 
increased learning algorithm performance [39], [40]. Also, this process provides the model with the removal of the 
redundant information and improvement in the generalization [41]. Many techniques are used for feature selection, 
such as Gain Ratio (GR), Symmetrical uncertainty, Chi-Square analysis, Information Gain (IG), and Practical Swarm 
Optimization (PSO) [42], [43]. 

 
4. Evaluation Performance Appropriate Metrics  

Evaluation metrics describe the performance of the classification model. The critical point behind the classification 
is an evaluation metric used to understand the performance and efficiency of an algorithm [44]. Building an intelligent 
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detection system capable of detecting various types of network intrusions, one must evaluate the performance of the 
model via using different evaluation metrics, then compare the results to find the best fit model [45], [46]. During the 
classification process, the Cross-validation method as a statistical approach is used to enhance the accuracy. Cross-
validation is a process that splits data into two parts of train and test sets [47]. The number of k-folds in cross-validation 
is separated into k equal-sized folds [48]. After applying a training classification algorithm, implementing a model, and 
getting the output of classification, the last step is a validation to find how effective the model is based on several 
different metrics in the phase of the testing dataset [49]. Various performance metrics are used to evaluate different 
supervised learning algorithms, as shown in Table 1 [50]. Choosing the right metric is essential during the models' 
evaluation because different metrics are proposed to evaluate different problems and application models [51]. Several 
measurements are appropriate for a classification model, but the most commonly applied one is the confusion matrix 
[52], [53]. A confusion matrix is a statistical measurement used in machine learning classification algorithms 
performance for finding the accuracy of the model. The confusion matrix includes four measures: True Positive (TP), 
False Positive, True Negative (TN), and False Negative (FN). A good model result would be the one that contains zero 
false positives and negative. The impact of splitting data set ratio into training and testing phase affects the result of a 
confusion matrix [54].  
 

Table 1 - Metrics for classification algorithms. 

Formula Description Evaluation Metrics 

Accuracy = (TP+TN) 
/(TP+TN+FP+FN)  

total correct classified over the total number of records. 

Error rate =1-Accuracy                        misclassification error ratio of incorrect predictions  

Precision =  TP / (TP+FP)                        True positive that are correctly predicted from the total predicted 
patterns in a positive class. 

Recall =     TP / (TP+FN)                                                    Positive patterns that are correctly attack classified.  

Specificity=  TN / (TN+FP)                                                           Negative patterns that are correctly classified. 

F-Measure=2*recall*precision / recall+ 
precision 

This metric represents relation between recall and precision values 

Sensitivity  or  True Positive Rate  
(TPR) =   TP / (TP+FN)                                                         

Sensitivity: correctly classified over the total amount of abnormal 
network.  

True Positive Rate (TPR): Attacks correctly classified as predicted 
attacks It called (detection rate) 

False Positive Rate (FPR) =FP / 
(FP+TN)                                                                

False positive (FP): Incorrectly classified normal as predicted attacks. 

True Negative Rate (TNR) 
=TN/(TN+FP)                                                         

True negative (TN): Normal correctly classified as normal (false alarm) 

False Negative Rate (FNR)=FN/ 
(FN+TP)  

False negative (FN): Incorrectly classified attacks as a normal 

 AUC =                                  
Area Under Curve measures the performance of a binary classification. 
It is the area under the ROC curve.  

 MAE=  Mean Absolute Error predictions to the actual outcome and is the 
average of the absolute errors 

RMSE=  Root mean squared error measure to calculate the values predicted by a 
model when compared to the actual observed values. 

(G-Mean) = Specificity * Sensitivity   Geometric Mean  balance between normal and attacks classification 
accuracy  

Log Loss=  
Probability method used for multi-classification 

Gini coefficient = 2*AUC-1  derived from the AUC ROC number.  
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5. Review of Classification Algorithms for IDS 
During the last decade, many works have been presented to improve the IDS to detect and prevent different 

malicious attacks from accessing computer information. This section discusses some techniques and algorithms of 
machine learning in the classification process that are used for intrusion detection, including data preprocessing, feature 
selection techniques, number of features selected, classification algorithms, and metrics evaluation algorithms. 

In 2018, Abdulhammed et al. [55] proposed a wireless network intrusion detection system based on machine 
learning techniques that included classification algorithms and feature selection methods. Before the training phase, the 
preprocessing stage is applied, such as dataset value conversion to the integer, scaled the range of big data, and 
normalizing them into smaller ranges.  This work utilized different classifiers such as AdaBoost, Random Forest, 
Random Tree, J48, Logit Boost, Multi-Layer Perceptron, and ZeroR. The core of this work focuses on the effectiveness 
of feature reduction of the classification algorithms, leading to a better result in terms of detection and speed accuracy. 
They selected four useful feature sets 32, 10, 7, and 5, to be applied to the training model. The experimental results 
show that the best performance is associated with the random forest classifier with selected 32 features. The 
performance evaluation of classification algorithms is 99.64% for accuracy, precision 0.995, and recall 0.966.  The 
proposed system was applied on a wireless AWID dataset. Moreover, in order to validate the results, a comparison is 
made between the proposed system and other classification algorithms. 

In 2018, Belouch et al. [56] paper evaluated the performance of four classification algorithms, namely SVM, Naïve 
Bayes, Decision Tree, and Random Forest. The approach applies Apache Spark tools to classify intrusion detection on 
network traffic. The public dataset for network intrusion detection UNSW-NB15 is applied with 42 features to build the 
model. The experimental results demonstrate a random forest classifier to be the best among other classifiers with the 
accuracy of 97.49% sensitivity 93.53%, and specificity of 97.75%. 

In 2018, Bhosale and Nenova [57] proposed a filter-based Hybrid Feature Selection Algorithm (HFSA) for a 
suitable process of selection features. HFSA optimized a subset of the most relevant and top-rank features used to build 
classifiers for respective multi classes.  This model is working on the real-time packets, which are captured using the 
Jpcap library. Naïve Bayes classification algorithm is used to classify normal attacks from malicious ones. The 
preprocessing phase includes two stages. Firstly, data transformation converts symbolic data into a numerical value. 
Secondly, during the data normalization phase, features are scaled from the biggest range to the lowest between (0,1), 
and every record is standardized. Then, applying Naïve Bayes, feature selection is carried out to detect six standard 
classes: normal, R2L, U2R, DoS, Probe, and Brute force attacks. HFSA is applied for upgrading purposes to enhance 
the classification system. Overall, the model obtained a total accuracy ratio of 92%, 95% of precision, and 90% of 
recall.  

Gulla et al. [58] presented an intrusion detection system based on Naïve Bayes and Support Vector Machine 
(SVM) as a classification algorithm. The correlation subset type of feature selection was used for selecting only 24 
features out of 42 of the NSL-KDD data set. Moreover, in data preprocessing, the attributes are converted to binary 
values, and data normalization is applied. The experimental results, depending on accuracy detection, demonstrate the 
SVM as the best classifier with an overall accuracy result of 93.95% compared to the Naïve Bayes classifier. 

In 2019, Kazi et al. [59] presented a novel supervised method to classify and analyze network traffic for detecting 
malicious attacks. This study utilized Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithms 
for classification purposes. Both types of feature selection have used filter method-based Chi-Square and wrapper 
method-based Correlation for feature selection. The NSL-KDD data set with 25,191 records used as the training model. 
The approach adopts the Correlation-based wrapper method with selected 17 features more relevant out of 41 features. 
On the other hand, applying a chi-square-based filter, 35 features are chosen that are more informative and relevant for 
the training model stage. The experimental results demonstrate that the performance of ANN with wrapper method 
selecting 17 features gets the highest accuracy of 94.02% compared to all other techniques. 

In 2020, Zina et al. [60], proposed a novel method for classification and feature selection applying Regression 
Trees (CART) combining with Random Forest. This system is called the Hybrid Anomaly-based Intrusion Detection 
System (HAIDS). The hybrid approach is used to improve the efficiency of the model rather than in a single algorithm. 
Moreover, the process of removing irrelevant features is applied to overcome the case of high dimensionality. The 
proposed model was applied to the UNSW-NB15 dataset and selected the highest-ranked thirteen features. The hybrid 
method achieved the highest performance and accuracy in terms of false alert rate with 11.86% and accuracy rate 
87.74%.  

In 2020, Iman and Ahmad [61] presented the random forest as a classification algorithm with feature selection 
Boruta algorithm used to build IDS applied on NSL-KDD dataset. Moreover, the method is provided to find entropy 
and Gini index as z-score for the number of tree depth values. The satisfied number of optimal features is 34 out of 41. 
The proposed model results were evaluated in terms of accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity, which is 0.99. 

In 2020, Latah and Toker [62] presented an effective hybrid intrusion detection Software-Defined Networking 
(SDN). The hybrid system was a combination of K Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Extreme Learning Machine (ELM), and 
Hierarchical Extreme Learning machine (HELM) algorithms. The proposed system results, applying on the KDD Cup 
99 dataset, illustrated an outstanding accuracy accessing 84.29%. Moreover, the method provides the detection rate of 
new attacks rating 77.18%. 
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In 2020, Jie Gua and Shan Luc. [63] proposed a novel method, an embedding system for intrusion detection system 
based on Support Vector Machine (SVM) with Naive Bayes feature embedding. The naïve Bayes is used for feature 
transformation to convert data state. The SVM algorithm is implemented as a classifier. The embedding model was 
applied to multiple data sets to detect different types of attacks such as UNSW-NB15, NSL-KDD, CICIDS2017, and 
Kyoto 2006+ using different features for each data dataset. The proposed method, embedding system result compared 
with a single SVM algorithm, concluded that detection's highest accuracy gets with embedding Naive Bays with SVM.  
The experiment demonstrated NSL-KDD as the best data set with the highest accuracy of 99.36%.  DR 99.25, 
FAR0.54. 

In 2020, Pokharel and P. et al. [64] presented IDS depended on a hybrid classification algorithm and profile 
improvement to detect anomalous user behavior. The hybrid approaches contain Naïve Bayes and Support Vector 
Machine (SVM) algorithms for classification. Moreover, it provides data preprocessing. The excellent effect on model 
accuracy such as data normalization scaled features between (0,1) and selecting the right features on the real-time data 
set. In this hybrid approach, classifiers get a total accuracy of 0.931 and a precision of 0.958. Also, it provides the 
accuracy for Classifier Enhancement (CE) 0.953 and precision 0.958. 

In 2020, Kumari and Mehta [65], suggested a hybrid classification method for IDS. The hybrid is a combination 
between Decision Tree J48 and Support Vector Machine (SVM). The SVM has the ability to overcome the problem of 
high dimensionality. Moreover, for feature extraction, the approach used Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), selecting 
nine relevant features out of 42. The paper applies the KDD99 dataset for both stages of training and test. The data set 
is split into different ratios. The results showed that using 70% for testing and 30% for the training data set is optimal 
because it increases the accuracy and decreases the false alarm rate. Generally, the hybrid model achieves a total ratio 
of 99.1 % in accuracy, detection rate 99.6 %, and FAR 0.9 %. 

In 2020, Shahmiri et al. [66] introduced an intrusion detection system on the Internet of Things (IoT) technology 
and upgrading the power grid to a Smart Grid (SG) to detect normal malicious attacks. In this work, they suggested the 
Hybrid of three Decision Trees (HDT) to detect different types of attacks. Additionally, the performance of the hybrid 
proposed method was compared with the K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Decision 
Tree (DT) methods. The experiments results showed that the (HDT) proposed approach more efficient with evaluation 
measurement in terms of accuracy 83.1485%, precision 97.2193%, recall 72.4694%, F-score 83.0394% applying 
NSLKDD. 

In 2020, Kachavimath et al. [67] proposed a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) detection model to improve 
network security cases by using machine learning techniques. The K- Nearest Neighbour and Naïve Bayes algorithms 
were used for classification, and for feature extraction, the correlation was utilized. The proposed model was compared 
with the conventional learning models being applied on NSL-KDD and KDD Cup 99 datasets. The experimental 
performance showed that the KNN algorithm with eight features obtained the best results than Naïve Bayes. The 
different parameters are used for measurement of classification algorithm performance accuracy 98.51%, precision 
98.9%, recall 97.8% f-measure 1.005%, sensitivity 97.8%, specificity 99.12%, efficiency 98.48%, error rate 1.50% and 
ROC 0.99%.  

In 2020, Bhosale and Nenova [68] proposed a new method for attack classification, which is Modified Naïve 
Bayes Algorithm (MNBIDS) with hybrid feature selection to improve the system accuracy of detecting attacks.  The 
hybrid feature selection method that ranks features according to the value of G_corrof for each selected feature. 
Additionally, compared the CNN, ANN, KNN, SVM algorithms and proposed (MNBIDS). The performance of 
MNBIDS is measured with the highest accuracy of 97%, precision 98%, and recall of 99%. The IDS performs data 
preprocessing, data normalization, and features extraction implemented in real-time data to KDD cup 99.  

In 2020, Sah and Banerjee [69] described the purpose of feature reduction on the classification model. In this work, 
they proposed intelligent IDS, using different machine learning algorithms, such as Naive Bayes, K-Nearest 
Neighbours, Random Forest, and SVM. The Recursive feature Elimination (RFE) and Principal Component Analysis 
(PCA) methods are used for feature reduction. This work tested the accuracy of classification algorithms with all 41 
features compared with feature reduction in different sets 11,12,13,15 of feature selected. The experimental illustrated 
that accuracy be improved with feature reduction. The random forest classification algorithm gets the best results with 
the DoS class in terms of accuracy 99.63%, precision 99.53%, recall 99.6%, and f-score 99.58%. 

In 2020 Waskle et al. [70] introduced an approach to developing an intrusion detection system using the random 
forest as a classifier and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) as a dimension reduction technique. The proposed 
method is compared with other classifiers like decision tree, naïve Bayes, and SVM. The experimental result showed 
that the proposed method gets the highest performance in terms of accuracy 96.78%, an error rate of 0.21%, and it takes 
less time for building model 3.42. 

In 2020, Fitni and Ramli [71] presented a method for anomaly intrusion detection systems based on Decision Tree, 
Logistics regression, and gradient boosting as a classifiers ensemble. The model applied to the CSE-CIC-IDS2018 
dataset contains 80 features divided by 80% for the training model and 20% for validation. For feature selection, the 
present method of ensembles feature selection includes Chi-square to calculate the score of high features with the rank 
correlation of features. After applying the hybrid method, only selected 23 features out of 80.  The results of the 
proposed model compared with seven single classifications showed that the outperform of ensemble three classifiers in 
terms of accuracy 98.8%, recall 97.1%, precision 98.8%, and F1 97.9%. 
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6. Comparison and Discussion  

The implementation of classification algorithms for IDS to classify different types of attack are presented in Table 
2. Machine learning techniques have been applied to the field of network security to improve intrusion detection 
systems. Previous sections reviewed some researches about classification algorithms applied to build the IDS model 
and evaluated the performance by different metrics in terms of accuracy, recall, precision, f-score, specificity, 
sensitivity, error rate, and dependable tool confusion matrix. The dimension reduction and feature selection had a good 
effect on the classification model performance because it reduces training and testing time via removing the irrelevant 
features, making the classification process more accurate and less complicated.  

A combination of multi-classification algorithms and called hybrid classification could be the optimal solution to 
classify attacks type. The different data types of attacks may deal with different types of classification algorithms. Most 
studies now have focused on the hybrid classification algorithm rather than a single classification because it provides 
very satisfying results in different performances measurement. 

The best results for most reviewed studies showed that the Random Forest algorithm achieved the best accuracy of 
classification because it combines many decision trees that then decide the type of attack, leading to the decrease of the 
risk of overfitting. The random forest can deal with various big types of features that do not require data scaling. 
Moreover, the Practical Swarm Optimization (PSO) gets the best result for feature selection.  

In this paper, the comparison is performed in terms of data set; data-preprocessing techniques, a number of features 
selected, feature selection techniques, classification algorithms, and evaluation metrics. This study aims to show 
different classification algorithms' performance by using different measurements to select a suitable classifier best 
model to gain speed and accuracy. 

 
Table 2 - Comparison of evaluation of different classification algorithms performance. 

Ref Data set Data preprocessing 
Techniques 

Number of 
features 
selected 

Feature 
Selection 

Techniques 
Classification 

Algorithm Evaluation Metrics 

[55] 
2018 

AWID Transformation values 
into integer 
Normalization scale 

32 set,10set 
7 set,5 set 

 ZeroR AdaBoost, Random 
Forest, Random Tree, 
J48, logit Boost, 
MLP 

best performance Random 
Forest with 32 features 
accuracy 99.64%, precision 
0.995, recall 0.966 

[56] 
2018 

UNSW-
NB15 

Apache Spark 
processing tools 
 

42 features 
out of 49  
 

 
      - 

SVM, Naïve Bayes, 
Decision Tree and 
Random Forest  

best results Random Forest 
accuracy 97.49, Sensitivity 
93.53, specificity 97.75  

[57] 
2018 

KDD 
Cup 99 

Data transformation 
Data normalization 
Data standardization 

rank all 41 
features  

 HFSA Naïve Bayes multi classes accuracy 92% 
precision 95%, recall 90% 

[58] 
2019 

NSL– 
KDD 

convert nominal 
attribute to binary 
attribute non-numeric, 
dimension reduction, 
Normalization 

 
24 

CfsSubsetEval  
SVM 
Naïve Bayes 

 
SVM best accuracy of 
93.95 

[59]  
2019 

NSL-
KDD 

Reduce features 17 
35 

Correlation 
Chi-Square  

ANN 
SVM 

Highest ANN with 
Wrapper(correlation) 17 
features, accuracy 94.02%,  

[60] 
2020 

UNSW-
NB15 

categorical features 
remove redundant and 
irrelevant features 

top rank 13 Random 
Forest 

Classification and 
Regression Trees 
(CART) 

accuracy 87.74 

[61] 
2020 

NSL-
KDD 

outlier detection when 34 
Accepted 
features 

Boruta 
Algorithm 

Random Forest accuracy 0.99892798  
Sensitivity 0.99852158 
Specificity 0.99939955 

[62] 
2020 

NSL-
KDD 

without need 
preprocessing  

features F1, 
F2, F5, F6, 
F23, F24 

Software   
SDN 

KNN, ELM, H-ELM accuracy 84.29, False 
alarm rate 6.3   

[63] 
2020 

UNSWNB
, 
CICIDS201
7  
NSL-KDD  
Kyoto 
2006+  

Data normalization  
Data transformation 

Different 
number for 

each data set 

Naïve Bayes 
embedding 

feature 

Embedding  
SVM 
Naive Bayes  

the highest score on NSL-
KDD data set with 
accuracy 99.36%., DR 
99.25%, FAR 0.54% 

[64] 
2020 

real-
world log 

Normalization min-
max  

event logs 
generated on 

- Naïve Bayes  for CE accuracy 0.953, 
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dataset. Selecting right features  user actions SVM precision 0.958 

[65] 
2020 

KDD'99 Dimension reduction  
 

9 
 

PSO decision trees J48, 
SVM 
 

99.1 %, detection rate 99.6 
%, FAR 0.9 %  

[66] 
2020 

NSLKD
D 

Data Normalization - CART tree Hybrid three decision 
tree 

accuracy 83.1485, 
Precision 
97.2193, recall 72.4694,  
F-score 83.0394 

[67] 
2020 

NSL-KDD  
 
KDD 
Cup 99 

Data cleaning 
selected the removal of 
the essential feature of 
non-values 

8 feature 
extraction 
using the 

correlation 

KNN  
 
Naïve Bayes 

Best result KNN accuracy 
98.51, Precision 98.9% 
Recall 97.8%, F-measure 
1.005%, Sensitivity 97.8% 
Specificity 99.12%, 
efficiency 98.48%, error 
rate 1.50%, BCR 98.5%, 
ROC 0.99% 

[68] 
2020 

Real 
Time 
Data 
KDD 
Cup 99 
dataset  

data normalization and 
feature extraction 

Sort 41 
feature 

according to 
the value of 

G_corrof 

Hybrid feature 
selection 

 

 MNBIDS accuracy 97%, Precision 
98%, recall 99% 
 

[69] 
2020 

NSL 
KDD 

removing duplicate  
records  
non-numerical objects 
to numerical 
feature scaling 
feature reduction 

Selected 
different set 
11,12,13,15 

feature 
reduction 

PCA - RFE 

KNN, SVM,  
Random Forest 
 Naive Bayes 

Best result Random Forest 
with DoS class, accuracy 
99.63%, precision 99.53, 
recall 99.6%, F-score 
99.58% 

[70] 
2020 

KDD reduction high 
dimension 
using Python  
 

- Feature 
reduction PCA 

Random forest 
decision tree, naïve 
bayes and SVM 

Best result Random Forest 
accuracy 96.78% and error 
rate 0.21%. 

[71] 
2020 

SE-CIC-
IDS2018 

missing values 
small sample of data 

23 Chi-square 
Correlation 

Decision Tree, 
Logistics regression, , 
and gradient boosting  
ensembled 

accuracy 98.8%, recall 
97.1%, precision 98.8%, F1 
97.9%. 

 

7. Conclusion 
IDS improvement performance depends on different machine learning techniques. Classification algorithms have a 

significant role in helping IDS to distinguish different types of attacks. This paper aims to test different classifier 
algorithms and find the evaluation performance by using different metrics. The study, applying various metric 
measurements to evaluate classifiers' performance, noticed that the random forest algorithm achieved sufficient results 
and the highest accuracy to classify different types of attacks. Obtaining high performance of the model, most 
researchers used the hybrid classification algorithm for building intrusion detection systems rather than individual 
classification. The effectiveness of dimension reduction to reduce big data sets' complexity leads to select optimal 
features to obtain better performance in classification in terms of accuracy and speed.  
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